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Abstract

We describe ProteinShop, a new visualization tool that streamlines and

simplifies the process of determining optimal protein folds. ProteinShop

may be used at different stages of a protein structure prediction process.

First, it can create protein configurations containing secondary structures

specified by the user. Second, it can interactively manipulate protein

fragments to achieve desired folds by adjusting the dihedral angles of

selected coil regions using an Inverse Kinematics method. Last, it serves

as a visual framework to monitor and steer a protein structure prediction

process that may be running on a remote machine. ProteinShop was used

to create initial configurations for a protein structure prediction method

developed by a team that competed in CASP5. ProteinShop’s use

accelerated the process of generating initial configurations, reducing the

time required from days to hours. This paper describes the structure of

ProteinShop and discusses its main features.
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1. Introduction

A main bottleneck in practical simulation of complicated physical

phenomena, including protein folding, is the specification of the complex

geometry involved. Today it is possible to numerically simulate extremely

complex physical phenomena with an increasingly high degree of

accuracy and level of detail. However, current tools used to interactively

define complex geometrical structures, which are used as input to

numerical simulations, are still immature. At a minimum, they have not

evolved at the same speed as our ability to simulate increasingly large-

scale phenomena.  While ProteinShop was developed for the specific

purpose of manipulating protein structures, many of the general

paradigms of our framework are applicable to similar problems.

In the context of protein structure prediction via numerical

optimization, a significant number of new fold approaches have emerged

that incorporate some knowledge from the protein databases. These

methods begin with a large set of initial structures and then perform

numerical optimizations to improve those structures. Although generating

initial configurations is not nearly as time-consuming as the optimization

process itself, it is still a tedious process that may take several days to

complete. An example of a new fold approach is the stochastic

perturbation (SP) method (described in Section 3) that uses secondary

structure predictions obtained from servers to generate starting
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configurations [1]. This method begins with the extended sequence of

amino acids and builds secondary structures through local minimizations

with soft constraints. Because proteins have thousands of atoms, these

local optimizations may take hours or even days to converge. The problem

is compounded by the presence of β-strands for which there is a

combinatorial number of possible strand alignments, each of which needs

to be created with a different constrained minimization.  ProteinShop

allows a scientist to significantly reduce the time to create a set of

structures to a matter of hours. This fact is a significant achievement.

Furthermore, protein structure simulation programs based on

energy minimization principles typically were executed in "batch mode,"

where it was not possible to observe or guide the evolution of the

optimization process. ProteinShop makes it possible, when used in

combination with an optimization system, to interact with and guide the

numerical optimization process. In summary, ProteinShop substantially

reduces set-up times for initial protein configurations and allows us to

effectively monitor and interact with the optimization process, which allows

us in turn to obtain in reduced time significantly better results than with

existing methods.

Although several packages exist that can display protein structures

[2-11], they do not provide support for the interactive manipulation of

protein structures and their subsequent minimization. Among the most

well-known packages are RasMol and its derivative Protein Explorer,
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MOLSCRIPT, Swiss-PdbViewer, Qmol, PyMol, Molden, Chimera, O, and

VMD. RasMol, MOLSCRIPT, SWISS-PdbViewer, and Qmol are molecular

graphics programs intended for the visualization of proteins, DNA, and/or

small molecules [2-6]. They focus on the display of molecules, teaching

and generation of publication quality images. The displayed molecule may

be rotated, translated, and zoomed interactively and the rendered image

may be saved in a variety of formats.

Molden, PyMol, Chimera and O are visualization and modeling

tools [7-10]. However, the modeling capabilities they provide are intended

to deal with small, localized changes of the protein structure rather than

with the molecule as a whole. For instance, they can mutate a protein

molecule by replacing or adding residues one at a time. Molden supports

the creation of a 3D protein from scratch by adding one amino acid at a

time and selecting the desired secondary structure. It also allows for the

optimization of the protein structure using either the AMBER [12] or

CHARMM [13] force fields. PyMol has a list of capabilities that include

coarse interactive modeling using “molecular sculpting.” However, the

building and sculpting features are not yet available.

VMD was originally designed for the visualization and analysis of

biological systems such as proteins [11]. VMD can be used to animate

and analyze the trajectory of a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. In

particular, VMD can serve as a graphical front-end for an external MD

program by displaying and animating a molecule undergoing simulation on
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a remote computer [14]. VMD implements a steering system that allows it

to be coupled with the molecular dynamics package. The system, called

IMD (Interactive Molecular Dynamics), supports manipulation of protein

molecules in molecular dynamics simulations with real-time force-

feedback (provided by a haptic device) and graphical display [15].

However, the functionalities provided in VMD are not aimed at protein 3D

structure prediction research. VMD does not support interactive

manipulation of protein fragments, automatic alignment of beta-strands to

form beta-sheets, or the visualization of energy functions.

In this paper we present ProteinShop, an interactive visualization

and molecular manipulation tool designed to permit users to determine

optimal tertiary structure of proteins based on an initial sequence of amino

acids. ProteinShop is designed for two purposes: 1) to quickly generate a

diverse set of protein structures that can be used as initial configurations

for an optimization method for protein structure prediction, and 2) to

provide a framework used to interact with and guide an optimization

process that may be running on a remote machine. ProteinShop provides

support for the following:

• Creation of proteins "from scratch" using the amino acid sequence and

secondary structure specifications as input.

• Display of protein molecules in different rendering styles selected by

the user.

• Interactive manipulation of the 3D protein structure using a mouse-
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based user interface and an inverse kinematics method that changes

dihedral angles along the backbone.

• Interactive reassignment of secondary structure types to individual

residues.

• Semi-automatic β-sheet formation and global β-sheet adjustments.

• Display of an energy function provided by the user that is recomputed

and displayed while the protein is manipulated.

• Monitoring the progress of a protein structure prediction process

running on a remote machine.

• Steering a protein structure prediction process.

The following sections describe the structure and main features of

ProteinShop. In Section two, we describe the methodology. In Section

three, we analyze ProteinShop in the context of the application for which it

was originally designed. In Section four, we discuss the current

developments to expand ProteinShop’s functionality. Finally, in Section

five we provide a summary and discuss future research.

2. Methodology

ProteinShop can be used in two phases of the prediction process: the

protein structure creation phase and the optimization phase. For the

protein creation phase, ProteinShop interactively creates and manipulates
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protein structures. It does so using a combination of a build up procedure,

which creates the structures adding one amino acid at a time, and an

interactive procedure, which manipulates those structures using an

inverse kinematics algorithm. The protein creation phase begins with

either a prediction file that contains the sequence of amino acids and

secondary structure predictions or with a PDB file that specifies atoms and

their positions. An example of a prediction file for 1PGX [16] is given by:

Pred:CCCCCCEEEEEEEECCCCEEEEEEECCCHHHHHHHHHHHHHHCCCEEEEEEECCCEEEEEEEECCCCCC

 AA  :ELTPAVTTYKLVINGKTLKGETTTKAVDAETAEKAFKQYANDNGVDGVWTYDDATKTFTVTEMVTEVPV

where the second line corresponds to the initial sequence of amino acids

and the first line contains the predictions of whether each amino is part of

an α-helix, "H", a β-strand, "E", or a coil, "C", region.

Two modules assist the user during the creation phase. The

geometry generation module, used when reading a prediction file, builds a

pre-configuration, which is an extended structure containing α-helices and

β-strands according to the predictions. An example of a pre-configuration

is shown in Figure 1. One of the uses of the direct manipulation and

visualization module is to manipulate β-strands into β-sheets producing

new folds. This module is used to manipulate a pre-configuration by

aligning protein fragments either manually or semi-automatically.

Structures created with ProteinShop can be saved at any time in PDB

format and used as input in a later session.

ProteinShop is designed to create tertiary structures by allowing

users to freely manipulate the backbone dihedral angles ϕ  and ψ.
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However, it does not allow users to manipulate the side-chains. Thus,

structures created with ProteinShop should be fine-tuned by subsequent

local optimizations in order to correct possible close range interactions

that may have been created during manipulation. To guide the

manipulation with an energy function, ProteinShop can be used with the

AMBER [12] energy function that is provided or coupled with a user-

supplied energy function.

During the optimization phase, the control module provides

interactive and user-driven steering of the optimization process. In this

context, ProteinShop displays protein configurations produced by the

optimization process while running on a remote machine. The user can

manipulate any of those structures to achieve a desired fold, and return

the manipulated structures back to the protein structure prediction process

for further optimization.

ProteinShop is written in C++. It uses the OpenGL library for three-

dimensional graphics rendering and FLTK for the graphical user interface.

In addition, the program offers standard methods for protein visualization

that include Van-der-Waals spheres rendering, bond-stick rendering, and

cartoon rendering. Next, we discuss the main capabilities of ProteinShop

in the context of the protein creation and control phases.

2.1. The Geometry Generation Module

The purpose of this module is to create pre-configurations --extended
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protein configurations that do not contain any tertiary structure. These pre-

configurations can be used as starting points when creating more complex

folds with the manipulation module, which we discuss in Section 2.2.

2.1.1 Creating pre-configurations

ProteinShop creates pre-configurations from an input file, called a

prediction file, that contains the amino acid sequence of the protein and a

specification of whether each residue is part of an α-helix, a β-strand, or a

coil. Secondary structure estimates may be obtained from secondary

structure prediction servers [17,18]. ProteinShop creates protein

structures one amino acid at a time by reading the sequence of amino

acids from the input file, and the atom positions from residue template

files. Each template file contains the position of all the atoms in a residue

along with their connectivity information. There is one template file for

each residue type. A template file models a residue in a local coordinate

system. As the chain of amino acids is assembled, ProteinShop applies an

"end-of-chain" transformation to reposition local template coordinates to

the end of the partial chain. While adding a new residue, ProteinShop sets

the dihedral angles ϕ and ψ of each incremental residue to the “ideal

values” that correspond to the specified secondary structure type, then

updates the end-of-chain transformation accordingly. Thus, configurations

are created with secondary structures already assembled. Creation of a

pre-configuration is not computational expensive, and is accomplished in a
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very short amount of time.

2.1.2 Changing secondary structures

A user may want to change part of the secondary structure of the protein

to create new conformations without having to start from scratch with a

modified prediction file. To address that need, ProteinShop allows users to

interactively change the secondary structure specifications for individual

residues "on the fly". Each amino acid residue can be set to any of the

three basic structure types and its dihedral angles can be changed to the

ideal values corresponding to the new type. Also, a user may use this

feature to enlarge short coil regions that may be difficult to manipulate or

to "break" long coils into shorter ones for extra control over the

manipulation.

2.2 The Manipulation and Modeling Module

With ProteinShop, users may manipulate a pre-configuration or any

configuration read in PDB format. ProteinShop supports several

manipulation styles: interactive manipulation using an inverse kinematics

algorithm [19], Ramachandran plots [20], alignment guides, global β-

strand adjustments, and semi-automatic β-sheet formation. Each

manipulation style is tailored to achieve a very specific type of result.

These styles constitute one of ProteinShop’s primary contributions, and

are discussed in this section.
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           2.2.1 Interactive Manipulation

The interactive manipulation module allows a user to select elements of

secondary structure then arrange them to form a desired tertiary structure.

Chemical bonds along the backbone between those elements are

maintained during movement. An Inverse Kinematics (IK) method [19] is

used to compute dihedral angles to achieve the molecular shape created

by interactive manipulation. In fact, IK allows ProteinShop to translate 3D

motions into bond rotations, which in turn allows the user to manipulate

proteins in a very intuitive manner.

To begin manipulation, the user selects an element of secondary

structure, i.e., an α-helix or a β-strand. The selected structure will be

surrounded by a 3D direct manipulation widget, depicted as a translucent

green box. The 3D manipulation widget can be translated or rotated by

dragging it with the mouse, (see Figure 2.)

After a secondary structure has been selected, the user picks one

or more coil regions so that all the dihedral angles in those regions will be

adjusted as the selected structure is dragged. The picked coil regions are

called “active” coil regions and they constitute the movement buffer of the

IK manipulation. Figure 2 shows the active coil regions highlighted in

yellow. This figure illustrates a sequence of manipulations of the pre-

configuration shown in Figure 1 to form a 3D structure for 1PGX.

           2.2.1.1 Inverse Kinematics for Protein Modeling
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Inverse Kinematics is a well-researched subject in the areas of robotics

and computer animation. In robotics, it is mainly used to calculate a vector

of joint angles for a robot arm that will move the robot's end actuator, its

hand, to an intended position and orientation in space. Forward

Kinematics, the related problem of calculating an end actuator's position

and orientation given a vector of joint angles, is a straightforward

arithmetic problem that can be solved by basic trigonometric operations.

Thus, IK involves solving a set of non-linear equations containing

trigonometric terms and general-purpose non-linear solver algorithms can

be used, e.g., Newton-Raphson iteration [21].

However, using IK for protein modeling poses several additional

problems that narrow the choice of available algorithms. The first problem

is one of scale. In robotics, linked assemblies, e.g., robot arms, typically

have a small number of joints, usually between six and twelve. In the

protein modeling case, activating several long coil regions for manipulation

can easily lead to assemblies with more than eighty joints, since each

active amino acid residue (except Proline) contributes two rotational joints

-- its dihedral angles ϕ and ψ. Thus, the chosen IK method must be highly

efficient to support interactive manipulation of large proteins. The second

problem arises from the fact that assemblies with more than six joints

have more degrees of freedom than required to obtain an intended

position/orientation of the end effector. A user interacting with a large

protein expects an intuitive relationship between transformations of a
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selected structure and the behavior of the active coil regions. More

precisely, a small movement of a selected structure should lead to a small

change of the active coil regions, and the latter change should be

predictable by the user to enable planning of manipulations.

We found that the best IK method for protein manipulation is based

on the principle of transposed Jacobians [19]. Although this method is

computationally similar to the gradient descent method of

multidimensional optimization [21], and thus does not converge as quickly

as other methods, it has two major benefits. First, each iteration step can

be computed very efficiently; and second, it leads to intuitive coil behavior

when extra degrees of freedom are present. The method can be

interpreted as a physical simulation, where a user dragging the end

effector applies forces and torques to each joint along the linked assembly

so that they change smoothly.

The algorithm to calculate dihedral angle changes along a coil

region under manipulation can be described as follows:

• Calculate initial vector of dihedral angles (ϕ i,ψi) from a 3D protein

structure.

• While user is dragging the selected structure:

1. Calculate Jacobian matrix of Forward Kinematics function, i.e.,

partial derivatives of position/orientation functions for each ϕ and ψ.

2. Calculate difference between current position/orientation and
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intended position/orientations of the selected structure.

3. Multiply transpose of Jacobian matrix with position/orientation

difference to get vector of dihedral angle increments  (Δϕi, Δψi).

4. Multiply the difference vector with a prescribed step size, and add it

to the current vector of dihedral angles.

5. Calculate new position and orientation of selected structure using

Forward Kinematics based on changed vector of dihedral angles.

• Apply final vector of dihedral angles to initial 3D protein model.

            2.2.1.2 Adaptive Step Size

The algorithm described in the previous section has one drawback -- its

dependency on the prescribed fixed step size. If the step size chosen is

too small, the iteration will make little progress towards convergence in

each step, the manipulation will have very slow update rates, and it will

appear to be lagging the user’s mouse motion. If, on the other hand, the

step size is too large, the iteration can become unstable, and the

manipulation will appear to ``thrash'' or fail to converge. Choosing a good

step size is a difficult problem since it depends both on the number of

joints in the linked assembly and on the current conformation of the

assembly with respect to an intended movement.

To address this problem, we enhanced the basic IK algorithm with

automatic step size calculation, and adaptive step size control. Each

iteration step is split into two steps with half the step size. Thus, we
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compute the linked assembly's Jacobian matrix twice, and calculate two

vectors of dihedral angle increments. After both sub-steps are completed,

we calculate the maximum difference between the two dihedral angle

increment vectors. If this difference is larger than a prescribed maximum

tolerance value, the computed step is rejected, and the step size is

multiplied with a fixed factor smaller than one. If the difference is smaller

than this value, the step is accepted, and the step size is multiplied with a

fixed factor slightly larger than one. The initial step size is still prescribed,

but tests showed that the step size adapts to the conformation of the

linked assembly very quickly. This simple improvement of the algorithm

fixed its stability problems completely, even for linked assemblies with

very large numbers of joints, and has the added benefit that the IK

algorithm takes larger steps, and converges quickly, when the linked

assembly is short.

            2.2.1.3 Manipulation Modes

There are two modes of manipulation depending on whether the active

coil regions are all on one side of the selected structure or not. In one

manipulation mode, depicted in Figure 2 a-d, all the active coil regions are

on the same side of the selected structure (in chain order). Let us assume

that all active coil regions are located before the selected structure. Then,

when dragging the manipulation widget, the protein will be treated as three

parts. Dragging the selected structure will cause the protein to move as
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follows. Part 1, the protein segment to the left of all active coil regions, will

remain fixed during dragging. Part 2, the protein segment from the first

active coil region to the last active coil region, will be modified during

dragging so that the active coil regions change shape and the structures

in-between undergo rigid body transformations (i.e., they will be rotated or

translated but they will not change shape themselves.) Part 3, the protein

segment to the right of the last active region, will undergo rigid body

transformations according to the manipulations made by the user. Thus,

dragging the manipulation widget will transform the selected structure and

the segment of the protein that follows in chain order with respect to the

segment of the protein that lies before the first active coil. This mode of

interaction is mainly used to align β-strands to form β-sheets.

In the other manipulation mode, depicted in Figure 2 e-h, active coil

regions are present on both sides of the selected structure. When

dragging the manipulation widget, the protein will be treated as five parts.

Part 1, the segment to the left of the first active coil region, will remain

fixed during dragging. Part 2, the protein segment from the first active coil

to the last active coil to the left of the selected structure, will be modified

during dragging so that the active coil regions change and the structures

in-between undergo rigid body transformations. Part 3, the segment

between the last active coil region to the left of the selected structure and

the first active coil region to the right of the selected structure, will undergo

rigid body transformations according to the manipulations made by the
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user. Part 4, the segment from the first active coil region to the last active

coil region to the right of the selected structure, will be modified during

dragging in the same way as part 2. Part 5 will stay fixed during dragging.

Thus, dragging the widget will move the selected structure with respect to

the two segments of the protein that are preceding and following the active

coil regions. Those two segments will not move with respect to each other.

As in the other manipulation mode, shape changes of active coil regions

and transformations of intermediate structures are constrained by the IK

algorithm. This mode of interaction allows one to move a structure without

disturbing the alignments between protein parts on both sides. Therefore,

it is used to “fine tune” an already assembled structure.

          2.2.2 Ramachandran Plots

The IK algorithm assumes that the backbone bonds can freely

rotate and the backbone dihedral angles can adopt any value. However,

some combinations of ϕ and ψ values are more likely to occur than others.

The internal energy of a single residue can be represented as a function of

ϕ and ψ and graphs of this function are called Ramachandran plots [20].

ProteinShop visualizes the dihedral angles of active coil regions in the

style of a Ramachandran plot to guide the user during manipulation to

adopt those combinations that seem more favorable.

          2.2.3 Alignment Guides

One of the main uses of our program is the alignment of β-strands to form
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β-sheets. ProteinShop offers alignment guides that are specifically

designed for the purpose of decreasing the interaction time required to

form β-sheets. These guides are updated in real time during manipulation.

An example of these guides is the hydrogen-bond site-rendering feature

that shows hydrogen-bonding sites along the backbone. A hydrogen bond

site is the midpoint between the hydrogen and oxygen atoms involved in a

hypothetical hydrogen bond. ProteinShop renders a line segment

connecting the hydrogen or oxygen atom of each backbone N-H or C=O

group to its respective bond site. The bond site itself is highlighted by a

dot, which along with the segments, are colored according to polarity as

shown in Figure 3 -light blue for N-H, red for C=O. To form a hydrogen

bond, a user aligns a blue and red segment by overlaying their “end dots”.

As the protein changes shape during manipulation, ProteinShop

constantly monitors the position and orientation of the hydrogen bonding

sites and renders a dashed yellow line when a hydrogen bond is detected.

          2.2.4 Beta-strand Adjustments

Structure alignment via IK manipulations will change dihedral angles only

inside coil regions, but never inside α-helices or β-strands. To change the

shape of β-strands, ProteinShop supports some coherent changes of the

ϕ and ψ angles inside the strands. These coherent changes are used to

adjust a strand’s shape to form more hydrogen bonds between adjacent

strands in a β-sheet. Most of these changes are discussed in Richardson

and Richardson [23]. They are called twist, pleat, curl, and braid. Figure 4
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depicts the effects of twisting, pleating, curling and braiding, respectively. 

          2.2.5 Semi-Automatic β-Sheet Formation

Even with the manipulation tools described so far, creating β-sheets can

be a time-consuming process. To decrease the time required to create β-

sheets, ProteinShop supports the automatic formation of hydrogen bonds

between two amino acid residues selected by the user. The automatic-

bonding feature supports parallel and anti-parallel β-sheet hydrogen

bonding. To invoke this feature, the user selects a β-strand and activates

coil regions as usual. Next, the user selects two residues, the first from the

selected β -strand, and a bonding type. In the anti-parallel case,

ProteinShop computes a transformation that moves the selected β-strand

so that a double hydrogen bond is formed between the selected residues.

Thus, if Ri and Rj are the first and second selected residues, then Ri's N-H

group bonds with Rj's C=O group and vice versa. In the parallel case, the

transformation will form bonds between the first selected residue and both

neighbors of the second one. Thus, Ri's C=O group bonds with Rj-1's N-H

group, and Ri's N-H group bonds with Rj+1's C=O group. The IK algorithm

automatically updates dihedral angles in all active coil regions to realize

the desired transformation. After the two β -strands have been

automatically aligned to form these two hydrogen bonds, the user can

interactively fine-tune the alignments to form more hydrogen bonds

between the two strands, using the interactive manipulation of section
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2.2.1 and/or the β-strand adjustment of section 2.2.4.

          2.2.6 Saving Motifs

Complex β-motifs can be quickly created by first assembling simple

arrangements, and then saving the dihedral angles associated with them.

The saved results can be later reused as templates. Thus, if the user

wants to design many structures containing, for instance, an antiparallel

arrangement of strands 1, 2, and 3, he can save a file containing their

dihedral angles and then load it every time he wants to repeat that motif.

           2.2.7 Collision Detection and Visualization

The IK algorithm used for constrained protein manipulation allows for the

collision of atoms inside a protein in order to give the user more flexibility

when performing manipulations. However, atom intersections must then

be “cleaned up” to obtain plausible protein structures. ProteinShop

calculates and visualizes atom intersections in real time during

manipulation. We use a simple grid-based algorithm to quickly find all pair

of atoms whose van-der-Waals spheres intersect by more than a

threshold value. To visualize intersections, ProteinShop renders red

spheres of radii proportional to the depth of an intersection at the midpoint

between two intersecting atoms. The collision-detection algorithm is

sufficiently fast for use on proteins of any size. Figure 5 illustrates the

atom collision-rendering feature of ProteinShop.
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          2.2.8 Energy Calculation

Initially, ProteinShop was designed for creating and manipulating initial

structures used as input for global internal energy minimization. Therefore,

it was desirable to interactively calculate a protein structure’s internal

energy using the same energy function employed by the optimization

algorithm. ProteinShop provides a plug-in system that allows dynamically

loading of energy computation modules at program startup. This feature

allows for coupling of ProteinShop with any energy computation module

that takes a set of 3D Cartesian coordinates of atom positions in a protein

and computes energy value(s). Currently, the ProteinShop package

provides a module that calculates the AMBER [12] energy function.

Furthermore, ProteinShop supports visualization of energy values.

To take advantage of this feature, the energy computation module must

be able to compute the contribution of each atom inside the protein to the

total energy value. ProteinShop visualizes these partial energy values by

mapping colors to atoms’ van-der-Waals spheres as shown in Figure 6.

The ProteinShop’s Energy Visualization Dialog is used to color-code

atoms’ van-der-Waals spheres according to the selected settings. Also, it

can be used to define the minimum and maximum per-atom energy values

that will be mapped to ProteinShop’s green-yellow-red color ramp, and to

select any combination of energy components to be visualized.

To provide even more insight, a computation module could keep

track of separate partial energies for each atom, based on the separate
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computations it performs. For example, an AMBER energy computation

module considering bond distances, bond angles, dihedral angles, and

bonded and non-bonded interactions could store the five components

separately per atom. By sending these partial energy components to

ProteinShop via a software interface, a user can toggle energy

components separately for visualization. Such visualizations help to find

and understand energy “hot spots” in a protein. For example, energy “hot

spots” can occur with undesirable dihedral angles or for atom collisions.

2.3. The Control Phase

Although ProteinShop does not perform the global optimization process

that is usually associated with protein structure prediction, it provides a

framework that can be used to interact with an external optimization

process that may be running on a remote machine. ProteinShop’s control

module provides interactive, user-driven monitoring (visual feedback) and

steering of an optimization process. In this context, the control module

visualizes protein configurations retrieved from a remote optimization

code. The control module shows the entire tree of possible solutions and

allows the user to select any node from the tree for visualization and

manipulation. Furthermore, the control module allows the user to transfer

a manipulated structure back to the remote process for further

optimization. This approach helps reduce the time to find the solution by

rejecting or eliminating large, unproductive subsets of the search space.
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The control module is composed of two primary components: a user-

provided protein structure prediction program and the

visualization/manipulation/communication capabilities provided by

ProteinShop. Communication is achieved through an efficient socket

connection between ProteinShop and the structure prediction code

running on single or parallel processors.

ProteinShop has a server dialog box that allows users to

connect/disconnect to a server running an optimization code. In Section 4,

we describe how the steering mechanism of ProteinShop helps us to

obtain important qualitative insights into the optimization process, to focus

the global search on areas of the protein that seem most relevant, and to

change secondary structures that prefer to unfold or form a different type

of structure.

3. An Application

The stochastic perturbation (SP) method for protein structure prediction

developed by a group of researchers in LBNL and the University of

Colorado (SP group) is a physics-based method that uses secondary

structure information [1]. Such information is used to create initial protein

configurations that contain secondary structure according to the

predictions. The SP method is composed of two phases. The first phase,

called setup phase, generates starting structures that are local minima

containing predicted secondary structure. The second phase, called
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optimization phase, improves upon the starting structures using both

global and local minimizations.  The setup phase begins with the primary

sequence of amino acids and builds secondary structures through local

minimizations with soft constraints. These local optimizations may take

hours or even days to converge.

The global optimization phase improves the initial configurations

through global minimizations in subspaces of the dihedral angles of amino

acids predicted to be part of a coil region by the secondary structure

prediction servers.  The large-scale global optimization problem is solved

as a series of small-dimensional ones.  The idea is to randomly select

subsets from the set of dihedral angles predicted to be coil and then

perform global optimizations on those subsets. Thus, the algorithm selects

a local minimum from a list of minima and a subset of dihedral angles and

performs a small-scale global optimization on that subset using the

selected angles as variables while keeping the remaining ones temporarily

fixed at their current values. The small-scale optimization produces a

number of local minima in the subspace of chosen angles. A number of

those conformations are selected for local minimizations on the full

variable space. The new local minima are merged into the current list

ordered by energy value. The process iteratively repeats until no further

lowering of energy is observed between consecutive iterations. Figure 7

shows a block diagram of the setup and optimization phases.

Computationally, the global optimization process can be viewed as
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a search through a huge tree of possible solutions where the root of the

tree corresponds to the primary sequence of amino acids, a sub-tree

consists of an initial local minimum and all the local minima generated

from it, and the leaves correspond to the local minima most recently

found.

The SP method was tested in CASP4, a competition in which

groups from around the world submit blind predictions of protein

structures. The CASP4 results showed that the SP method has potential

for predicting new folds. However, because of the high computational cost

of the method, the team predicted only eight targets, the largest of which

was 240 amino acids long. In addition, the SP method showed a lack of

variety in the configurations created and as a result, produced poor

predictions. The team did not attempt proteins containing more than four

predicted β-strands.

The high cost of the SP method motivated us to create ProteinShop

with the overarching goal of increasing the SP method's efficiency by

means of an interactive system that could be used as a front-end for both

the setup and the optimization phases. Rather than running lengthy

constrained minimizations to form α-helices and β-sheets according to

secondary structure predictions, ProteinShop streamlines the process of

creating initial configurations. Its geometry generation module forms α-

helices and β-strands instantaneously, and its manipulation module

permits users to interactively align β-strands into different β-sheets. Its
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capabilities and usefulness stem from tools not typically found in existing

systems. These tools, discussed in Section 2, allow us to rapidly create

different conformations and select only the most promising ones.

ProteinShop was instrumental in the participation of the SP group in

CASP5. The total time to create a set of initial configurations for a given

sequence of amino acids was reduced from days (for CASP4) to hours

(for CASP5), allowing the SP group to substantially increase the number

of targets submitted. Furthermore, ProteinShop allowed them to quickly

generate a diverse population of initial configurations regardless of the

size and topology of the targets. The group submitted predictions of 20

targets ranging in size from 53 to 417 amino acids and containing more

than ten  β-strands. This group ranked 13th or 15th (depending on the

evaluation metric used) in the new fold/fold recognition category out of 154

groups evaluated (see Groups 271 and 272 a t

http://www.russell.embl.de/casp5).

4. Current Research

Currently, ProteinShop is being used for the optimization phase of the SP

method. The control module provides interaction with the configuration

and subspace selection module of the global optimization process while it

is running and provides access to its internal data structures. By using this

data, the control module can create a graph of the entire tree of possible

configurations generated by the global optimization process thus far and
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make them accessible for viewing and manipulation by the ProteinShop

user. The user can download the entire tree or the 3D atom coordinates of

any configuration from the tree at any time during the computation. The

server dialog box of ProteinShop offers several options. Through this

dialog box the user can connect/disconnect to a computer running the

global optimization code. The user can obtain the entire tree created thus

far and visualize it as shown in Figure 8. Red nodes in the tree correspond

to structures that are currently being expanded via sub-space global

minimizations, blue nodes correspond to structures that have been

expanded once, and green nodes correspond to structures that have been

manipulated with ProteinShop and then inserted back in the tree structure

for further minimization. The user can select a particular node in the tree

for visualization or select the best configuration found thus far according to

energy value. Finally, the user can insert the modified configuration back

into the global optimization process.

Our goal is to provide users with a tool to examine configurations

created during the optimization phase, so that users can make a decision

about which areas of the search space are promising or which areas

should be eliminated. In addition, the combination of the control module

with the manipulation module gives users a powerful method to steer the

optimization process towards promising regions of the search space. In

fact, a user can download a configuration, then manually "improve" it with

the interactive manipulator, and upload it to the optimization process for
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further minimization. These improvements may range from re-forming

hydrogen bonds that were broken during the minimization process, to

changing pieces of secondary structures, to changing entire pieces of

tertiary structure. The user can add configurations to the list that were

originally overlooked or remove configurations that do not make biological

sense. This interplay between the physics-based global optimization code

and the knowledgeable user can substantially increase the overall

performance of the SP method.

Currently, the SP algorithm uses a random selection of dihedral

angles for sub-space minimization, mainly because no heuristic is known

that favors some angles over others. We are working on a new feature for

the control module that allows us to keep track of the most successful

topologies and subspaces of dihedral angles chosen so far with the goal

of defining new heuristics for the selection of dihedral angles that are

guided either by a history of previous selections, or by knowledge from

known proteins, or both. Visually debugging the optimization process

should reveal fundamental insight into the efficiency and performance of

the process and enable us to formulate better heuristics.

5. Conclusions

We have described ProteinShop, a program that creates and manipulates

protein structures interactively. ProteinShop provides new capabilities for

manipulating protein molecules and for visualizing their properties. It has
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been used to reduce the time required to determine protein folds from

days to hours, and has provided the ability to solve realistic-sized

problems.

 ProteinShop has been deployed for use by computational

biologists and computers scientists at the Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory, the University of California at Berkeley, and the University of

Colorado at Boulder. These scientists competed in CASP5 with a protein

structure prediction method based on stochastic global optimization.

ProteinShop was used to create the initial configurations for subsequent

optimizations. ProteinShop helped the CASP5 team to tackle proteins of

sizes and topologies that were not possible before. Recently, we have

integrated ProteinShop with the global optimization code. ProteinShop is

being used as a front-end for monitoring and steering massively parallel

optimizations.

In addition, we are exploring different parallel methodologies for

local minimization so that ProteinShop can quickly provide the local

minimum corresponding to the protein structure on display. It would be

valuable to display both protein structure and (evolving) energy values -

based on possibly local and/or global energy terms. We plan to develop

additional meaningful energy visualization methods, which will enable a

user to easily comprehend the relationship between structure and energy,

and thus perform focused steering operations in the most appropriate

regions of a protein.
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We will also investigate ways to measure the "difference" between

protein structures. The optimization process itself operates in an extremely

high-dimensional parameter space, where a relatively large number of

quite different parameter values may lead to relatively similar 3D protein

structures - or where quite similar parameter values may lead to highly

dissimilar 3D protein structures. Understanding the interplay between

difference of parameter values and difference of 3D proteins is important,

and for this purpose we plan to devise meaningful definitions and efficient

methods for the numerical and visual analysis of structure deviation.

In addition, we plan to incorporate a feature for the fully automatic

formation of complex β-sheet motifs.

Finally, while our focus in the near future will remain on improving

ProteinShop for protein structure prediction applications, we will also

investigate how the underlying interaction paradigms can be applied to or

adapted for other computational science and engineering domains where

definition and manipulation of complicated geometry are crucial.
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Captions to Figures

Figure 1: A pre-configuration created with ProteinShop.

Figure 2: ProteinShop’s IK manipulations to generate an initial

configuration for 1PGX:

a. Select first β-strand and activate a coil region;

b. Form a β-sheet between first and second β-strands;

c. Select fourth β-strand and activate a coil region;

d. Form a β-sheet between third and fourth β-strands;

e. With fourth β-strand selected, activate coil regions on

both sides of the α-helix;

f. Form a β-sheet between first and fourth β-strands;

g. Select the α-helix and coils on both sides.

h. Manipulate the α-helix without disturbing the β-sheet.

Figure 3: Alignment guides and hydrogen bond rendering in ProteinShop.

Figure 4: A β-sheet and the effects of twisting, pleating, curling, and

braiding.

Figure 5: Atom collision rendering in ProteinShop.

Figure 6: Visualization of per-atom partial energy values.

Figure 7: Block diagram of the setup and optimization phases of the SP

method.

Figure 8: A tree of configurations generated with the SP method.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2

a)       b)

c)        d)

e)       f)

g)                 h)
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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Figure 7
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Figure 8


